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Paris, 13 October 2021 

  Samsung Electronics France chooses “So Pop” to install its teams 
 
Covivio announces the signing of a rental agreement with Samsung Electronics France, leader in 
consumer electronics goods, for 10,500 m² of floor space in So Pop office building located in Paris – 
Saint-Ouen. The building is a flagship redevelopment project in Covivio’s strategy, carried out via an 
investment partnership with Crédit Agricole Assurances and due for delivery in the first half of 2022. 
 
Samsung Electronics France chose So Pop on the basis of its strategic location and the quality of its 
offering in terms of usage, services and layout. These strengths meet the challenges facing the 
company, which was looking for a showcase building and collaborative platform to house its staff, who 
will move into the building in May 2022. The partners have signed a 9-year rental agreement. 
 
“Much more than just a move, this project is a far-reaching global corporate transformation project driven 
by our goal of sharing our vision and know-how focused on innovation. We are delighted to see this 
outcome of collaborative work with the Covivio teams.” Olivier Oger, VP Human Resources, CSR and 
Government Relations, Samsung Electronics France. 
 
So Pop, an emblematic operation of Covivio’s strategy 
Forming a natural link between Paris and Saint-Ouen, So Pop is a prominent landmark on the city skyline 
viewed from the Paris ring road. The building is situated in the midst of a dynamic district easily 
accessible by public transport, only a seven-minute journey from the city centre by metro line 14 or RER 
C line. It was purchased by Covivio in 2012 and housed the Citroën headquarters until 2018. When 
Citroën moved out, Covivio designed a tailor-made redevelopment programme making it possible to 
increase the total floor space from 20,000 to 32,000 m².  
 
“Scheduled for delivery in early 2022, So Pop is a perfect illustration of the Covivio development and 
value creation strategy. Taking early positions in strategic locations and promising assets, anticipating 
departure of existing clients and building appropriate repositioning strategies are the tactics we employ 
to develop our portfolio in order to offer real estate that combines energy performance, well-being and 
suitability for intended use.” Olivier Estève, Deputy CEO, Covivio. 
 
Design and uses geared to ongoing scalability  
With its transparent façades and curving lines, So Pop stands out by its imposing architecture designed 
by Agence Lobjoy-Bouvier-Boisseau. It is spread over 7 floors and offers office space ranging from 
3,500 to 4,600 m².  
Besides workspaces, So Pop also boasts around 4,000 m² of outside areas designed to enhance 
occupants’ quality of life: 500 m² of patios, a verdant 1,800 m² central islet, terraces on every other floor 
and a 7th floor terrace opening onto an 800 m² rooftop offering a breath-taking view of the Sacré Coeur. 
In response to constantly changing corporate expectations, Covivio wanted to design a building that can 
be adapted almost in real time. For this purpose, the inspiration for So Pop’s design was drawn from the 
world of museums, a concept hatched in cooperation with designer Cocorico: the purpose of the building 
as materialised in its design, furnishings and services will evolve over time. Another example is the 
creation of customised modular furniture such as the “Tribu” chair designed exclusively for So Pop in 
collaboration with Nina Dorfer. 
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This concern for scalability is also reflected in the way each space is occupied: by means of a sensor 
system, Covivio will offer clients the opportunity to monitor and adapt their occupation in accordance 
with actual use and space volumes, particularly in the case of offices and meeting rooms. A pragmatic 
response to the growing need for flexibility expressed by companies. 
 
In line with Covivio’s CSR goals and in order to offer occupants a high-performance connected 
environment, So Pop aims to obtain HQE Excellent and BREEAM Excellent labels, as well as Osmoz 
and R2S. 
 
JLL has acted as adviser for this operation. 
 
 
 

 So Pop in a nutshell:  
> 32,000 m² building on 7 floors (vs 20,000 m² before renovation), acquired by Covivio in 2012, 

former Citroën head office 
> Iconic architecture by Agence Lobjoy-Bouvier-Boisseau 
> Floor capacity 3,500-4,600 m²  
> Business centre comprising 3 modular meeting rooms and an 80-seat conference room 
> Around 4,000 m² of gardens, terraces, loggias and rooftop  
> Comprehensive range of services: a company restaurant convertible to flexible workspaces 

outside mealtimes, a bar/cafeteria open all day, a concierge service, two enormous lobbies with 
workspaces, relaxation areas and games facilities, a mobile application giving access to the 
building’s wide range of services and a 400 m² well-being and fitness area. 

> Numerous certifications and labels: Osmoz, R2S, HQE Excellent, BREEAM Excellent 
> Delivery in H1 2022 
> Joint investment by Covivio and Crédit Agricole Assurances 
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  Photos  
 
Photo credit: Lobjoy-Bouvier-Boisseau Architecture 
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 Read more about the project: https://www.sopopbycovivio.fr 

https://www.sopopbycovivio.fr/
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 ABOUT COVIVIO 

Thanks to its partnering history, its real estate expertise and its European culture, Covivio is inventing 
today’s user experience and designing tomorrow’s city. 
A preferred real estate player at the European level, Covivio is close to its end users, capturing their 
aspirations, combining work, travel, living, and co-inventing vibrant spaces. 
 
A benchmark in the European real estate market with 26 Bn€ in assets, Covivio offers support to 
companies, hotel brands and territories in their pursuit for attractiveness, transformation and responsible 
performance. 
Build sustainable relationships and well-being, is the Covivio’s Purpose who expresses its role as a 
responsible real estate operator to all its stakeholders: customers, shareholders and financial partners, 
internal teams, local authorities but also to future generations and the planet. Furthermore, its living, 
dynamic approach opens up exciting project and career prospects for its teams. 

 
 
Covivio’s shares are listed in the Euronext Paris A compartment (FR0000064578 - COV) and on the 
MTA market (Mercato Telematico Azionario) of the Milan stock exchange, are admitted to trading on the 
SRD, and are included in the composition of the MSCI, SBF 120, Euronext IEIF “SIIC France” and CAC 
Mid100 indices, in the “EPRA” and “GPR 250” benchmark European real estate indices, EPRA BPRs 
Gold Awards (financial + extra-financial), CDP (A-), 5 Star GRESB and in the ESG FTSE4 Good, DJSI 
W orld & Europe, Euronext Vigeo (World 120, Eurozone 120, Europe 120 and France 20), Euronext® 
CDP Environment France EW, ISS ESG, Ethibel and Gaïa ethical indices. 
 
Notations solicited: 
Financial part:  BBB+ / Stable outlook by Standard and Poor’s 
Extra-financial part: A1+ by Vigeo-Eiris 
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